RESOLUTION NO. R-2019-12

A RESOLUTION ACKNOWLEDGING THE IMPORTANCE OF NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH PROGRAMS, RECOGNIZING THE NEED FOR SUCH A PROGRAM, AND APPOINTING A VOLUNTEER NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH COORDINATOR, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES

WHEREAS, the Neighborhood Watch is undoubtedly one of the oldest and most well-known crime prevention programs in history with its roots back to the 1960s in response to an increasing burglary rate across the nation, and;

WHEREAS, the City of Ward recognizes the need and desire of our citizens to ensure they have a safe place to live and raise their families and the formation of Neighborhood Watch Groups within our various neighborhood will help in that desire, and;

WHEREAS, Monica Dilks, a local resident has volunteered to plan, and develop a Neighborhood Watch Program within the City of Ward and to help individual neighborhoods form their programs, in coordination with the Ward Police Department, and;

NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS RESOLVED that Monica Dilks is hereby named a Volunteer Neighborhood Watch Coordinator for the city of Ward and that all Neighborhood Watch Group formations shall be coordinated through her on behalf of the city. This Resolution shall remain in effect until rescinded by this Governing Body.

Said resolution has been properly introduced and the vote was:

PASSED: YEAS _0_ NAYS _0_

DATE: May 20, 2019

APPROVED:

[Signature]
Charles Gazineau, Mayor

ATTEST:

[Signature]
Courtney Ruble, City Clerk

SEAL